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Soft matter environments enable massively parallel control of the organization of particulate
matter. Suspensions of colloids in liquids are especially sensitive to both the liquid environmental
conditions and to externally applied fields, which dramatically affect interparticle interactions that
can produce novel self-assemblies. My laboratory has demonstrated substantial precise control
over colloidal self-organization using electric, thermal and flow fields, individually and in
combination. Specific results of this from my research include precise and reversible deposition of
microparticle monolayers on surfaces; electrically-induced (dielectrophoretic and electrokinetic)
organization of clusters of particles in suspension, together with simultaneous sensing of their
dielectric spectra; and self-assembly induced by the effects of rotational flows on interparticle
forces. These methods have been used to understand the makeup and organization of the complex
and widely varying biomaterial, bourbon. My laboratory is working to understand how the
colloidal structures from evaporated droplets differ from brand to brand for purposes of quality
control and to detect counterfeit bourbons. I would welcome any discussion on ways that colloidal
manipulation might be applied to your research studies.
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